


ROOTS OF OUR NAME:
The hoplite (greek: ‘Oπλίτης, latin:hoplites) 

was the heavy infantry soldier 
of ancient Greece army. 

Completely e�ective, reliable and loyal: 
a guarantee for any ally. 

The exploits of Leonidas and his 300 Hoplites 
at Thermopylae, can give you an idea about 

their importance.
Those who have already had occasion to know 
our working style, is well aware of our diligence 
and our determination  on the �eld to conduct 

strictly in port all the productions 
that we are entrusted.

We never give up faced with any di�culty, 
as a shield who protects  the interests 

of the Clients against all problems 
related to clothing production.

Hoplites: a name that  we honor by our passion. 

Identity

It's a timely and precise mechanism that works as bridge between customer and italian producers.
Our company is able to o�er the possibility of having a single technical reference visiting our a�liated 

manufacturers so we may coordinate the process properly, quickly and e�ciently.

Hoplites is a slender structure with a high degree of e�ciency and an agreement 
with a large number of garment manufacturers 

who are selected for their reliability, quality and collaborative skills.

Hoplites Customer
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Made 
in Italy
Made 
in Italy
Made 
in Italy

Best Made in Italy without compromise. 

We love what we do and we will it defend trying 
to get it "live" in creation of high quality clothes. 

The great devotion and extensive experience 
passed down over the years, 
make unique clothing that our Italian producers 
are able to do.
 

Genuine Made in Italy

Italian producersItalian producersItalian producers



The high quality

In the story of every great company there is an idea that 
makes it unique. For Hoplites quality is the hallmark 
of every action, the main competitive factor. 

Fidelity to this mission, the experience gained during 
the time, personal skills and knowledge about market 
and product form the basis of our success
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Genuine Made in Italy



Competence and TraditionCompetence and TraditionCompetence and TraditionCompetence and TraditionCompetence and TraditionCompetence and Tradition

Collections and the products 
are entirely made in Italy, 
ensuring quality and 
know-how typical of 
authentic Made in Italy.

Hoplites cooperation 
is budget oriented: 
we manage the production 
considering the customer 
need, planning all 
according to his budget. 

Competence and Tradition

Genuine Made in Italy


